When performing cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) for lower-resourced languages, a common approach is to retrieve over the output of machine translation (MT). However, there is no established guidance on how to optimize the resulting MT-IR system. In this paper, we examine the relationship between the performance of MT systems and both neural and term frequency-based IR models to identify how CLIR performance can be best predicted from MT quality. We explore performance at varying amounts of MT training data, byte pair encoding (BPE) merge operations, and across two IR collections and retrieval models. We find that the choice of IR collection can substantially affect the predictive power of MT tuning decisions and evaluation, potentially introducing dissociations between MT-only and overall CLIR performance.
Introduction
For cross-language information retrieval scenarios involving queries in a higher-resourced language and documents in a lower-resourced language, direct training of a cross-language IR system (Litschko et al., 2018; Sasaki et al., 2018; Vulić and Moens, 2015) is typically infeasible due to insufficient data in the document language.
A practical solution is to use machine translation to translate documents into the language of the queries, enabling the use of a traditional monolingual IR system trained on the higher-resourced language. Prior work (Pecina et al., 2014; Nikoulina et al., 2012) demonstrates the effectiveness of using an MT system for query translation within a CLIR framework, but increases in MT performance measured by BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) do not necessarily correlate with IR performance. Taking a document translation approach, Hieber and Riezler (2015) show that by enforcing a bag of words constraint on the MT decoding process, a translated document can provide richer input to an MT-IR system. However, these prior works do not fully investigate the effectiveness of MT metrics in predicting performance of a downstream IR model.
In this paper, we explore the consequences of performing information retrieval over machine translation and address three questions regarding the performance of the resulting system. First, when making MT tuning decisions such as selecting the number of BPE merge operations, will a value that improves MT performance generally increase IR performance? Second, when evaluating MT performance, can standard metrics be adapted to better correlate with downstream IR performance? Finally, what is the general relationship between the performance of MT and a downstream IR task, and how is it affected by the choice of retrieval model?
Experiment Design
To address the above questions, we trained an MT system in a large number of configurations, used these models to produce translated English collections of varying quality, and then compared the performance of retrieval over translated collections to retrieval over the matching source English documents. While an MT-IR system of this type is most appropriately used on lower-resourced languages, the resources needed to perform such a study using publicly available data thus far only exist in higher-resourced languages. To simulate a lower-resourced setting, we used a small portion of the MT training data available from higher-resourced languages, ablated it into smaller subsets, and did not rely on any other language resources.
By training translation models using varying amounts of training data, we are able to explore performance across a wide range of resource levels and examine the reliability of performance patterns. The software and data required to replicate the experiments reported here are available from https: //github.com/ConstantineLignos/ mt-clir-emnlp-2019.
Machine Translation
We trained German-English and Czech-English translation models using the News Commentary (NC) dataset version 13 (Tiedemann, 2012) as provided in the WMT18 training data. This dataset was chosen to ensure no overlap between MT training data and the Wikipedia and Europarl IR test sets. Up to 200k sentences were selected for training, 5k for validation, and 5k for testing. The training data was ablated from 200k to 25k sentences in increments of 25k to create 8 training sets of decreasing sizes, simulating a wide range of lowresource conditions. The MT training scenarios varied by language, training data size, and BPE configuration. For each training set, a joint (source and target languages) BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) was learned using two different numbers of merge operations (hereafter BPE size), 16k and 32k.
We selected fairseq (Gehring et al., 2017) as the machine translation system for our experiments. The MT system was trained using the data preprocessing approach and parameters given in the documentation 1 . Moses was used for tokenization of all data. We used the fconv iwslt de en fully convolutional architecture with a single set of hyperparameters that provided for robust convergence on all configurations: learning rate 0.25, gradient clip threshold (parameter clip-norm) 0.1, dropout 0.2, and max-tokens 4000. 2 The validation set was provided during training to identify stopping conditions. The epoch that yielded the highest validation set performance was used to decode the test data. Test data was decoded with a beam size of 5. BLEU scores were computed using sacreBLEU (Post, 2018) , with the configuration BLEU+case.lc+numrefs.1+smooth.none-+tok.13a+version.1.2.12.
Information Retrieval
We selected two multilingual collections for retrieval experiments, Europarl and Wikipedia. We created a collection of the 2,330 non-empty Europarl V7 (Koehn, 2005) transcripts that were present in English, German, and Czech. 3 As there are no queries and relevance judgments specific to Europarl, we used GOV2 TREC topics 701-850 as domain-relevant English queries and treated the top 100 documents retrieved by BM25 for each query as the relevant documents for evaluation.
Wikipedia was selected to provide a second collection for comparison, specifically one large enough to support training a neural retrieval model. To create relevant query-document pairs for training and evaluation, we used titles as queries and treated each document as the sole relevant document for its own title (Sasaki et al., 2018) . For evaluation, we selected 5k articles with content in all three languages. We constrained selection such that the shortest article across the three languages had at least 500 words, and the longest article was not more than three times as long as the shortest article. While the information content for the "same" article will not be identical across languages, this constraint helps limit cross-language information differences caused by article length.
Models. As tf.idf is still a competitive performer compared to neural models for ad-hoc retrieval (Guo et al., 2019) , we evaluated both models to provide insight into how each responds to the noise introduced by MT. We used Okapi-BM25 (Jones et al., 2000) to represent a term-based approach, and the Duet architecture introduced by Mitra et al. (2017) to represent a neural model. The Duet architecture was chosen because it transforms the document's text into the most common character n-grams within a corpus, making it robust to subword translation errors that are likely to be caused by using BPE in a low resource setting. Duet has been shown to perform comparably to more recent models both for ad-hoc and passage length retrieval (Mitra and Craswell, 2019 ).
The Duet model was trained on English Wikipedia using the hyperparameters and loss function suggested by Mitra et al. (2017) rather than weakly supervised BM25 scores (Dehghani et al., 2017) , which would produce a smoothed tf.idf neural BM25 model that behaves differently than a standard neural IR model. We also experimented with a word-based representation-using GLoVE (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings-as input to Duet instead of using the most common character n-grams. It performed worse (highest RBO .091), likely due to being more sensitive to unusual subword unit combinations generated by the MT system.
Evaluation. The goal of our IR evaluation is to compare the ranking produced by retrieval over translated documents against that produced by retrieval over the English documents. We used the extrapolated rank-biased overlap (RBO, Webber et al., 2010) as our primary metric, defined as
where k is the current position in a rank list, S, T are the two rank lists being compared, and X i is the size of the intersection of the two lists at depth i. This results in an RBO value of 1 being the upper bound when the rank list S is the same as T . RBO is based on a probabilistic user model, facilitates indefinite rankings, and allows for incomplete sets to be compared, unlike Kendall's tau and Spearman's rho. We used the suggested parameter p = 0.98, where the top 50 documents of each rank list contain 86% of the weight. We also computed mean average precision (MAP) as a standard IR metric for comparison. The BM25 model was evaluated against both the Europarl and Wikipedia collections. However, to avoid the performance degradation caused by crosscollection evaluation (Cohen et al., 2018) , we only evaluate the Wikipedia-trained neural model on the Wikipedia evaluation collection. Due to the large number of conditions we evaluate for both MT and IR performance, results are shown in figures, while full tables are provided in Appendix A.1.
Results
Unsurprisingly, using larger amounts of MT training data leads to higher MT and end-to-end performance; we focus on the subtleties of performance and not this generality. BLEU on the MT test set for all training conditions; BLEU scores ranged 17.5-31.5 for Czech-English and 18.5-32.0 for German-English. Figure 2 shows RBO for retrieval over the output of each MT training configuration. While the relationship between MT training size and RBO is similar across languages, collections, and models, the performance of neural retrieval over Wikipedia is far lower than that of BM25, which we discuss below. 
Impact of BPE
We now address our first question: when making MT tuning decisions such as selecting the number of BPE merge operations, will a value that improves MT performance generally increase IR performance? We explore tuning BPE because it is commonly used in modern neural MT systems, and it is likely to have substantial end-to-end impact as it controls the subword input and output vocabulary.
To address this question, we analyzed how often the directionality of the change in BLEU matched that of RBO when comparing across BPE size conditions. We categorized each configuration as a match if changing BPE size from 16k to 32k had an effect in the same direction for both MT (BLEU) and IR (RBO) performance, and categorized it as a mismatch otherwise. As shown in Table 1 , the collection determined the probability of matches; for Europarl, BPE tuning decisions that increase BLEU reliably increase RBO, but for Wikipedia, more often than not tuning BPE to increase BLEU will decrease RBO.
Examining the MT and IR performance separately makes the cause of these tuning mismatches more clear. For MT, Figure 1 shows that 16k BPE performed slightly better at the lowest training data points, and 32k performed better at the highest. For IR, the effect of BPE varies across collections. On Europarl, the effect of BPE code size on IR performance is similar to that of MT. Increasing BPE size from 16k to 32k generally leads to better performance, with a mean MAP increase of .010 across all sizes. On Wikipedia, the 32k BPE size almost always performs worse, with mean MAP decreases of .056 (BM25) and .010 (neural). The difference between the MAP scores across the BPE configurations was statistically significant as determined by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a non-parametric paired sample test: Europarl BM25 (p = .023); Wikipedia BM25 (p < .001) and neural (p < .001).
We conclude that the nature of the queries, documents, and relevance characteristics of the downstream IR task plays a critical role when selecting BPE size or making other MT tuning decisions. Depending on the collection, attempts to improve MT may end up hurting end-to-end performance.
Evaluating MT for End-to-end Performance
We now turn to our second question: when evaluating MT, can standard metrics be adapted to better Table 2 shows that the downstream IR task affects which MT measures correlate best with RBO. For Europarl, the best correlation with RBO was achieved by unigram precision, with correlation decreasing as larger n-grams are evaluated. For Wikipedia, BLEU provided the best correlation with RBO, and larger n-gram precisions correlated better with RBO than unigram precision. Table 3 gives correlations for the other variations of BLEU we explored; none led to a reliable improvement over standard lowercased BLEU, but results differed across collections/models.
We conclude that none of the n-gram precision components of BLEU or variations on it provide consistently better correlations with IR performance. However, given a specific collection and model, it is likely one of the alternatives we explored here or other metrics (e.g. ROUGE) can be slightly more predictive than standard BLEU.
IR Model Sensitivity
Finally, we explore our third question: what is the general relationship between the performance of MT and a downstream IR task, and how is it affected by the choice of retrieval model? Figure 3 shows MAP and BLEU across all tested configurations. The relationship between them is approximately linear above the lowest data points. Using linear regression to predict MAP from BLEU while accounting for variance due to language and BPE size, a one-point increase in BLEU was estimated to yield 1.33 points of MAP for Europarl BM25, 2.39 for Wikipedia BM25, and 0.42 for Wikipedia neural.
The neural Wikipedia model (highest RBO 0.12; highest MAP 0.11) significantly trailed BM25 (0.42; 0.78). Low RBO values show that the neural model degraded much more than BM25 when presented with MT as input. Given the regression described above, we can explore the BLEU score needed to match the MAP value of 0.20 that the same model attained retrieving over the English articles. Extrapolating generously, that would be achieved with a BLEU of approximately 53, a value unattainable in a low-resource scenario. As neural IR models are sensitive to shifts in the input distribution (Cohen et al., 2018) , the most likely path for effective neural retrieval in a low-resource MT-IR setting is to train retrieval in a way that adapts to the idiosyncrasies of MT output, unlike the model we evaluated.
Conclusions
We conclude that there is no substitute for end-toend, task-specific tuning when attempting to improve MT-IR system performance by increasing MT quality. As demonstrated by the effect of BPE tuning, changes made to the MT model can have opposite effects on performance when different IR collections are considered. The performance degradation of the evaluated neural IR model when retrieving over MT suggests that it is unlikely that off-the-shelf neural IR will be able to function adequately in an MT-IR system. Adapting neural models for use in an MT-IR setting and addressing the properties of MT output most harmful to their performance are promising avenues for future work to enable low-resource CLIR.
